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About This Game

Ready to give up?
Ready to rage?

In 'Alien Hostage' you must complete all challenges given to you by the human scientists who have trapped you on Earth. The
only way to escape and travel back to your home is by completing every single one of their challenges, every dangerous rage

inducing stage.
Each consecutive stage will become more difficult. We can guarantee that you will rage unless you can become a master at

controlling your UFO.

Collect all the props to proceed to the next stage. Buy upgrades in the human's upgrade store.
Destroy your ship and watch it shatter into small fragments.

Some levels have more to them than just collecting props to proceed, for example, some stages might have small puzzles you
must complete.

If you think what I've told you so far sounds hard then your going to love this next part...
The human scientists also have specially designed super weapons to prevent you from reaching your home.

Can you do it?
Can you make it back Home?
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alien hostage tracy st john. alien hostage steam. alien hostage badge. alien hostage

Way too hard (can't even beat lvl 2 on normal -_-), but a great game, if you like challenges!. I've idled this game like when it
first came out and got all 472 achievements. Now there's 1,500+ achievements but after an hour of gameplay it won't give me
the new ones. Also paid 10 cents for the game and questioning if it's worth anything with my achievements not working.. A
good game that keeps you challenged and entertained.. Very fun game if you like Sherlock Holmes, or mystery in general. It's an
older installment and can't match up to some of the others, but it's still worth the full price.. Surprisingly good, if you can find it
on sale. Could be the best $1 I ever spent on a game. Wished it had native controller support, but you can't always get what you
want on the cheap. Great frame rate, fun and competitive AI. Pretty damn good!

If it's on sale--buy it and enjoy!. A game that left me behind speechless, with tears in my eyes. Very emotional, dark but light in
the same way. Needed some time to rethink everything. Great story, easy gameplay, fitting music. Simply amazing with strong
message. For this price I expected nothing, but got a lot.. People hating, this noobs on my team. Amok gameplay.. this game is a
great game,hope the sequal is more better should actually be a tillogy or ten of these.cant wait for merchendise of the puppets in
real life i give this game a 10\/10 hope markiplier, jacksecptice,lordminion77 plays this game.. Egypt themed found usefull
because of the massive buildings and walls are good for fp shooters
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I don't seem to be very good at this game but it's a lot of fun. Now that the show is over this gives me new storylines to envision.
Even if they are all woefully short so far. Not too bad a price either but you have to know what you're getting. If you like big
graphically intensive games this may not be for you.. Flarf it, I've got the cracker madness.. This is the best platformer I've
played in... sidewaystopsidebackwards-scroller. nice and sort of emo. fun. I remember there this being a good game, but now
with all these updates, just... jesus.. FPS puzzle adventure, about diggin caves, building bridges, ramps etc... Got it cheap 0,79€,
worth easily full price or even more.. Demo available if u r not sure about it.. Most Viwe games works fine with Oculus rift, but
not this one.
The controllers are non intuitive.
Zoom\/scaling\/rotate controlling, kinda works but is really struggling.
The placement of towers do really suck! 80% of the shoots miss because of that really frustrating crossbow\/shooting interface.
I hope this is fixed since the game overall looks promising.
But until then, I'm gonna avoid this.. Protagonist is simply too perverted. It ruins many of the scenes in the game.
Granted, the time traveling Miki is an awesome plot twist I haven't ever seen before, but the protagonist kinda ruins most of the
game.
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